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ABSTRACT

2.

Computing devices have become widely available to billions
of end users, yet a handful of experts have the needed expertise to program these devices. Automated program synthesis
has the potential to revolutionize this landscape, when targeted for the right set of problems and when allowing the
right interaction model. The first part of this talk discusses
techniques for programming using examples and natural language. These techniques have been applied to various enduser programming domains including data manipulation and
smartphone scripting. The second part of this talk presents
surprising applications of program synthesis technology to
automating various repetitive tasks in Education including
problem, solution, and feedback generation for various subject domains such as math and programming. These results
advance the state-of-the-art in intelligent tutoring, and can
play a significant role in enabling personalized and interactive education in both standard classrooms and MOOCs.

General-purpose computational devices, such as smartphones and computers, are becoming accessible to people
at large at an impressive rate. Most end users of these devices are non-programmers and they need to create small,
often one-off applications to automate repetitive tasks.
While the traditional view of program synthesis is that of
synthesizing programs from complete logical specifications,
we have developed end-user friendly techniques for synthesizing programs from examples [10] and natural language
using the following methodology [11]: (a) Study help forums
and conduct user studies to identify an important problem
domain, (b) Design a DSL expressive enough to capture realworld tasks in the domain, but restricted enough to enable
efficient synthesis, (c) Develop a synthesis algorithm, and
(d) Rank the various programs returned by the synthesizer.
Programming by Example (PBE): We have developed PBE techniques for various data manipulation tasks.
Data is available in documents of various types, e.g., text/log
files, spreadsheets, and webpages. These documents offer
great flexibility in storing and organizing hierarchical data
by combining presentation/formatting with the underlying
data model. However, this makes it hard to manipulate
the underlying data. We have developed PBE techniques
for syntactic string transformations [9] (this technology was
shipped as the Flash Fill feature in Excel 2013), semantic string transformations [19], number transformations [20],
and table transformations [14]. Besides transformation tasks,
we have also invested in extraction [15] and formatting [18]
tasks. Combining these technologies in a pipeline of extraction, transformation, and formatting can allow end users to
perform sophisticated data manipulation.
Most of the underlying algorithms work by systematically reducing the problem of synthesizing a DSL expression (given input-output examples for that expression) to
the problem of synthesizing the sub-expressions of that expression (by translating the examples for the expression to
the examples for the sub-expressions).
Programming by Natural Language (PBNL): Some
tasks such as filtering, summarization, actions with sideeffects can often be best communicated using natural language (as opposed to using examples). There are two general approaches that we have used for understanding natural language based intent. One approach leverages natural language processing techniques along with type-based
synthesis—this approach has been used to synthesize spreadsheet formulas [13] and smartphone automation scripts [16].
Another approach leverages the power of web search engines
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Program synthesis is the task of automatically synthesizing a program in some underlying domain-specific language
(DSL) from a given specification using some search technique [8]. Program synthesis has the potential to revolutionize the computing landscape, when targeted for the right set
of problems and using the right interaction model. In this
article, we discuss two such classes of applications.
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to identify relevant code snippets from the web and then
adapt them to the user’s context—this approach was used
in Bing Code Search, a Visual Studio 2013 add-in [1].
Future Directions: A key future direction is to develop general frameworks that can allow synthesizer writers
to easily develop domain-specific synthesizers of the kind
described in this article, similar to how declarative parsing frameworks allow a compiler writer to easily write a
parser. We have already made some progress in this direction: The FlashExtract framework [15] allows easy development of synthesizers for extracting data from documents of
various types such as text files, web pages, and spreadsheets.
The Test Driven Synthesis framework [17] allows easy development of synthesizers for transforming various forms of
data such as strings, tables, and XML. Another interesting
future direction is to develop a multi-modal programming
interface that allows easy integration of different PBE and
PBNL technologies to accomplish sophisticated tasks.

3.

INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS

The search techniques used in program synthesis can help
automate several repetitive and structured tasks in Education including generation of problems, solutions, and feedback [7]. These tasks can be automated for various subject
domains including logic [2], automata theory [3], programming [22], arithmetic [5], algebra [21], and geometry [12, 4].
Problem Generation: Generating fresh problems that
have specific solution characteristics (e.g., difficulty level,
use of a certain set of concepts) is a tedious task for the
teacher. Automating it can help prevent plagiarism (each
student can be provided with a different problem with the
same characteristics) and enable personalized workflows for
students. [21] describes a PBE like technique for generating
algebraic proof problems that are similar to a given problem.
There is also recent work on generating fresh problems in
geometry [4], natural deduction [2], and arithmetic [5].
Solution Generation: Solution generation is the task
of automatically generating solutions given a problem description in some subject domain. [12] shows how to phrase
the problem of generating a solution to a geometry construction problem as a program synthesis problem.
Feedback Generation: Feedback generation involves
identifying whether the student’s solution is incorrect and,
if so, the nature of the error and potential fix. Automating
it can save teachers time, and enable consistency in grading.
It can also be used to provide immediate feedback to students thereby improving student learning. [22] shows how to
phrase generation of a minimal fix to the student’s program
(in an introductory programming course) as a program synthesis problem. [3] suggests generating not only a minimal
fix to the student’s automata, but also a minimal change to
the problem description where the new problem description
corresponds to the student’s (incorrect) solution.
Future Directions: The above-mentioned search techniques can be augmented with complementary techniques
that leverage large amounts of student populations and data
(facilitated by recent interest in online education). E.g., we
can leverage student data to collect different correct solutions to a problem and use them to generate feedback [6]
or to discover effective learning pathways to guide problem
selection. We also ought to devise ways to quantify the benefits of computer-aided education on student learning.
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